Next XcellR8 Meeting to be held January 29th on UConn Storrs Campus
XcellR8 welcomes Ben Grosse, MXERS Technologies LLC

January 24, 2018, Tolland, CT. Nerac is pleased to announce the next XcellR8 meeting which
will be held Monday January 29th at 6:30pm at the Peter J. Werth Residence Tower on the
UConn Storrs campus. The XcellR8 meetings are high energy, interactive gatherings for
entrepreneurs to pitch ideas and concepts and to brainstorm creative solutions to challenges.
XcellR8 welcomes Ben Grosse, one of the founders of MXERS Technologies LLC.
Since early 2015, MXERS Technologies, LLC. has been addressing the problems of boring and
broken earbuds faced by millions of consumers. MXERS Audio strives to provide their listeners
with quality sound and unique style, all at an affordable cost through a one-of-a-kind platform.
MXRS’ patented modular earbud platform is the first of its kind. Each pair of earbuds contains
five distinct elements; two buds, two wires and a splitter that can be interchanged. With
MXERS, you can change the color, style, fit and function of your earbuds within seconds.
Whether you are bass heavy, treble crazy, or classically precise, you can choose your earbuds
based on your needs and sound preferences.
MXERS operates in both B2C and B2B channels. MXERS initially started marketing and selling
individual earbud kits through e-commerce (mXersAudio.com and Amazon). With clients
ranging from Fortune 500 companies to local startups, they pride themselves in creating a
unique audio product that’s meaningful to their customers. After creating the necessary
infrastructure, MXERS has recently established a promising wholesale market stream, and Ben
is seeking ideas and guidance from the group on how to best approach the wholesale market.
XcellR8 was originally established in 2002 as a networking cell, created by members of the
Connecticut Technology Council executive board, which included Nerac CEO, Kevin Bouley.
XcellR8 has since evolved into a powerful advisory program in support of entrepreneurs and
fostering innovation in business throughout northeastern Connecticut.
Recently recognized by CTNext – Connecticut’s go-to resource for entrepreneurial support –
Nerac is a new member of the CTNext Partner Program. Nerac’s engagement with CTNext will
focus on the Nerac XcellR8 and Incubator programs, which support the identification,
assessment, mentoring and development of technology-based startups in northeastern
Connecticut, particularly those out of UConn. An extension of the XcellR8 program, the
Incubator program makes ideal workspace opportunities available to Nerac’s strong network
and community of entrepreneurs.
“The Tolland/Nerac XcellR8 group continues to build momentum as we leverage the innovative
talent and creative energy of the people who attend the sessions and the UConn
entrepreneurial community,” said Bouley. “It’s incredibly rewarding to see our members continue
to succeed, and I look forward to having the group brainstorm ideas with Ben and MXRS
Technologies.” Contact XcellR8 to learn more today.
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About Nerac
Nerac Inc. is a global research and advisory firm for companies developing innovative products
and technologies. Nerac provides expert insights that equip clients with the knowledge to
develop or refine a technology, explore market growth opportunities, evaluate intellectual
property strategies and respond to regulatory changes. Nerac serves approximately 5,000 users
worldwide and delivers over 12,000 research projects and custom alerts each year. Nerac has a
long, successful consulting history in a wide-range of industries with significant expertise and
extensive data resources supporting client requests in the areas of technology scouting, IP,
medical device, engineering, chemistry and advanced materials.
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